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Spring edition 
“All journeys have secret destinations of which the traveler is unaware” – 

Martin Buber. 

Melvin, Editor 

Avid traveller and history/knowledge buff 

Suan, Editor-in-Chief 

Expert Procurer of fine things and Finance Director at home 

Did you know that? That each journey have a secret 

destination? Did you pay for that? When we embark on any 

journey, shouldn't we be open to getting a little off our plan to 

see the little secrets each locale might have? 

Remember to drop us a line at: melsuan0810@gmail.com.   

About this Edition 

You know sometimes you want to be special. Perhaps you want 

to be "ahead of the game" over others. Would you pay for it? 

This issue examines a little episode we observed. 

Now that you are much older and wiser in the ways of the 

world, don't you sometimes yearn to be back in school where 

carefree days were lived? Find out what it was like in cooking 

school in this issue. 

So, we are back again!   

How’s life? 
Having spent a nice super long weekend away from the 

maddening crowds of lunar new year at home for the ones 

in Bangkok, we realized that it might be more fun to spend 

it at home next year.  

That way, the better to meet up with some of you who have 

busy schedules too and seem to also jet away as soon as the 

holidays are over... 

This should be fun! Meeting friends from lands 
afar and linking up to share experience! 

Oh wow the weather has indeed been playing havoc with 

folks living in the northern hemisphere. Hope your travel 

plans were not disrupted. Perhaps this was one of the 

reasons we did not get any visitors again. 

Don't pay for priority 

scanning 
Some time back when we flew transcontinental across the 

US from San Francisco to New York, we had booked 

ourselves on a Virgin America flight. 

Like all other carriers, one of the options afforded to 

passengers is to get on the priority queue when it came to 

airport security screening. 

 

Yeah right! 
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For US$20 per person, you can get into a "priority" line and 

breeze through security, so the tagline goes. 

We flying with a good amount of time, we decided that we'll 

give that a miss, save the money and be at the airport a little 

earlier to beat the crowds. 

And it wasn't a bad idea. 

 

Actually it was a lot more crowded than this 

With our flight being 9am, we got to the airport around 7am 

in the morning to return the rental and make our way to the 

terminal. And it was already jamming crowded at that time! 

Fortunately, we managed to checked in quick and moved to 

join the security line. That was when we found that the 

"priority" security line merges with the normal one. Well, 

hopefully only here in San Francisco. 

 

Managed to get just ahead of this 

Because all those folks who paid US$19 for the privilege 

found themselves not that well ahead of the ones that didn't. 

To rub salt on the wound, some of the non paying folks got 

through to the so-called priority one adding to a whole lot of 

confusion and frustration. Imagine paying for something that 

does not work. Bet those folks were kicking themselves... 

 

Next time, don't fall for it.  

Unless you know that the terminal has dedicated priority 

screening areas, there is no point in wasting good money. 

Just like all that paying extra to get into "main cabin".  

All part of the additional fees airlines collect every year. 

Don't contribute to it blindly. 

� 

Going back to School 
One of the many things you can do while on a holiday is to 

go back to school. Well, not the kind where you need to 

study and take exams, but perhaps the type where you learn 

skills to prepare good food. 

Cooking schools abound in Chiang Mai, and you will be 

spoilt for choice. From high end schools (with all them glitzy 

ovens and stoves) to home-based kitchens, take your pick. 

Our pick was with a relatively small outfit that takes in only 8 

"students" at a time. We were kind-of looking out for the 

teacher-student ratio thing, so that we'd not be left 

unattended to. Yes you see, we are the students that crave 

the teachers' attention! 

 

Shopping is the first lesson 

It was an early morning start. First off to the market, we had 

our lesson on the important ingredients in Thai cooking. 

While most ingredients are indigenous only to Thailand and 
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D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?  

Protection racketing is a business. And this has been 

through the ages. Not just in any one continent it was 

especially prevalent. Because it seems to be human nature... 

O F  R O B B E R  K N I G H T S  A N D  

P R I N C E L Y  B U L L I E S  

Pay your toll! You might know of the fall of the Roman 

empire. While the Romans were not exactly saints when it 

came to the welfare of the peoples they ruled, at least 

society had a semblance of stability and safety for a long 

stretch. But that vanished and power devolved back to the 

local or tribal level after the regime change... 

When it came to the middle ages, things have really 

deteriorated. For example, look at the map below of 

Germany, around the year 1200. 

 

Just to illustrate how fragmented Germany was 

This state of affairs meant that might was more right 

though it was maintained through religion. And nowhere 

was it more evident with the rapid construction of fortified 

towns and structures along strategic locations. All in the 

name of maintaining safe passage. 

At a price. 

For the small fragmented state(lets) that existed, not having 

sufficient resources meant being swallowed up by someone 

else. What other way but to build defenses and collect 

monies to maintain it? Plus, should one be more successful 

in such collection, could it not fund the conquering of 

another neighboring state? Sounds like the Spring and 

Autumn period of China doesn't it?  

Nothing has changed since that time. We in Singapore pay 

every time our vehicle passes a gantry... familiar? 

southeast Asia, our teacher gave us instructions and guidance on 

what substitutes can be used - especially for those living in the 

temperate regions. 

Each ingredient has its unique place in Thai cuisine. Our 

morning lesson was to provide us a view of how the ingredient 

contributes to aroma, taste and color when we prepare our 

dishes. 

It was an interesting observation that there was a very wide and 

varied use of herbs, vegetables and even fruits in Thai cuisine. 

The variety of sticky rice was yet another area where we found 

rather instructive - with each species aptly suited to particular 

dishes. 

 

Pretty chef at work 

Then it was off to the kitchen. Well laid out, there were 10 work 

stations for each student - a preparation area and the stove. 

We each had made a selection of dishes to make and the school 

had already purchased and prepared some of the materials. Thus 

it was actually not all "from the basic" lesson that we had. For 

example, the onions and garlic were already chopped up for us! 

What we did though were the "important" steps - for example 

slicing the lemon grass into suitable sizes for the soup.  

During the course of the half day, we will each prepare 6 dishes 

(5 mains and a dessert). If you eat them all, you'd really be 

stuffed. 

After each course, we were sat down to eat our own creation. 

Here you have to bake your own cake and eat it too! Of course 

there is the option to share - which Suan and I eagerly did.  
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heavenly! Mind the calories though, this one dessert will set 

you back to run 10km in order to work it off! 

 

Sticky rice with coconut flakes 

As with any cuisine, preparation is key. Thus it was very 

much appreciated that a lot of the "leg work" had been done 

for us. We just did the "critical" steps! 

"Roughing it out" at Thai cooking school is definitely a 

recommended activity. It certainly is not Muay Thai, and you 

get to eat what you made + share it with your classmates. It 

was a mix of learning to cook and having potluck with a 

group of strangers.  

We thoroughly enjoyed this and we believe you will too! Try 

it, it can be addictive! 

� 

Pay your dues along the 

Rhine 
Did you know that Germany consisted of nearly 300 states 

large and small in the middle ages (5th-15th centuries)?  

These range from "free" cities to Dukedoms of considerable 

size. There were also numerous principalities ruled by 

religious heads, the so called ecclesiastical bishop princes. 

The middle ages was also known for its instability, with the 

lack of adequate protection of the common person. This led 

to the rise of feudalism in which "commoners" came to the 

servitude of "lords", in return for a protected existence.  

For protection, the "lords" which eventually emerge as the 

nobility, fortresses and strong buildings were constructed all 

over Germany. Along the Rhine is one of the most 

concentrated number of castles fortresses ever built.  

 

Spicy curry and sweet desserts 

I started out with Pad Woon Sen - which is fried glass 

noodle. This was not a standard offer on the menu of dishes 

in the lesson. So, I had to prepare my dish separately from 

the rest and got an instructor all to myself (haha, that was the 

way to get the teacher's attention!). 

It was the same with the Thai fish cake, where I had the 

pleasure of hand kneading a flour mixture with fresh fish 

slices into a melange suitable for forming into small patties. 

The trick is in the mix and not the actual hard work of 

kneading it. 

My offering to the rest of the students was welcome, as it 

was a different dish from what they had chosen to prepare.  

 

Thai Fish cake 

This, together with the Green and Red curries (that Suan and 

I separately prepared) made for a nice combination.  

Suan in the meantime had help to prepare coconut custard 

cubes wrapped with banana leaves. Much of the preparation 

was done before hand, and Suan took the helm in mixing the 

custard dough into the final form. 

Me on the other hand was struggling to fry coconut flakes in 

an open wok. The flakes had been soaked in a mix. I had to 

repeatedly ruffle and stir the mix to dry out the flakes. It was 

really hard work! 

However, when this was added to the stick rice, it tasted 
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Overlooking the Rhine 

Why were so many castles built here?  

In those days, roads built in the Roman era was not well 

maintained. Thus rivers became an important series of  

transportation arteries to facilitate movement of people and 

merchandise.  

Princes fought to ensure dominance over strategic parts of 

major rivers such as the Rhine to tax and trade the 

commerce and people that were "flowing" through.  

The Rhine in particular was both a long (~1230km) and 

meandering all the way to Lake Constance in Switzerland to 

the estuaries of the Netherlands. You can imagine how 

important this was to commerce! 

Today the Rhine forms the border between Germany and 

Switzerland and also partly between France and Germany. 

 

From the window of Gutenfels 

The best way to experience castles is to stay in one. And all 

over the Rhine you can find castle rooms on offer as 

accommodation.  

We booked a night at the "Schloss Gutenfels" (Schloss 

means stately building in German) with a great view of the 

Rhine. Restored by a German Architect to its original state, 

the castle is a great way to experience what it is like to live as 

a Knight or lord presiding over his realm. 

Take time to wonder the castle where possible.  

The only thing of note is that you need to drive uphill to the 

castles - after all they were built to oversee the area 

controlled by the prince who constructed the castle! It was a 

very steep uphill drive we had to make to get to Gutenfels on 

a dirt track.  

 

The Pfalz in the center of the Rhine 

Yet another way to savor the sights of the Rhine is from the 

comfort of a river cruise boat.  

Throughout the year, one can join in cruise tours that start at 

many points along this long river. These cruises have many 

landing points where excursions can be made to the 

hinterland attractions - many of whom are the castles! 

For example, we had taken a cruise tour from Cologne to 

Rotterdam. This was a 3-day cruise with stops at Dusseldorf 

and in time for Christmas market... 

There are many interesting points along the river journey. 

Imagine two castles facing off each other! Such is the Katz 

(Cat) and Maus (mouse) castles. Both castles are now 

privately owned and not opened to the public. 

However, all along the Rhine are castles that are opened for 

public viewing. 

 

Protection fortresses 
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This was one of the demonstrations of why castles were 

built. Both were constructed at a bend in the river (St 

Goarshausen) by opposing Princes (one was an arch-bishop 

of the city of Trier and the other was a count).  

Both wanted to ensure they were in a position to collect toll 

from all that shipping that has to pass through the area! 

Imagine what the merchants of those days had to manage 

with taxes and tolls. It seems that it is really true about death 

and taxes (tolls included). And now imagine why nations 

want to negotiate for free trade agreements!  

Today fortunately we are well past the period of robber 

princes and tyrannical rulers and for a small fee can access 

these vestiges of Europe's feudal past.  

 

Strategic points are chosen! 

All along the Rhine are towns that grew on the back of the 

trade that flowed through this great river and they are usually 

around a major castle (for "protection").  

Our exploration of the river had been by car, which affords 

us the flexibility to reach many vantage points for that 

photographic opportunity. Indeed if you are planning to 

focus on castle spotting, driving is a must.  

To best savor the castles and the Rhine, it is recommended 

to stay no less than 4 days in order to take in the full flavor 

of the meandering river. 

A myriad of options are available on how one enjoys the 

castles of the Rhine and the best in our opinion would be 

combination would be a cruise tour followed by a castle stay. 

Perhaps one can dine like a prince in one of these castles! 

♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ 

What’s in our next issue? 
Hanok. No, it's not Mork speaking to the giant egg 

(remember Mork and Mindy?). We will be bringing you what 

had been preserved in Seoul of the old dwellings of past. Get 

set. Ready? Go! Until then, 

 

We'll be stretching out and relaxing! 


